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N AT I O N A L  G E O G R A P H I C  L E A R N I N G

To help resolve their economic grievances, farmers in 
local Granges, or lodges within an alliance, banded 
together and formed cooperatives.  Cooperatives  
are organizations run and funded by their members. 
Each farmer contributed funds into a pool of money, 
which the cooperative then used to buy seeds and 
equipment. The larger the order for goods or 
services, the easier it was to negotiate a good price. 
The cooperatives also demanded lower shipping and 
storage rates from railroads and loans at lower 
interest rates from banks. 

One of the most significant problems farmers faced 
was selling crops at harvest time when there was an 
overabundance of agricultural products. As you’ve 
learned, this overabundance kept the prices of the 
goods low. To address this problem, Charles Macune 
came up with the  subtreasury system , whereby the 
government set up storage silos, or subtreasuries, 
in urban centers. When a farmer deposited a crop 
in the silo, the government would loan the farmer 
a percentage of the crop’s value to buy new seeds 
for the next season at a low interest rate. In 1889, 
Macune presented his system at a conference  

in St. Louis. However, some politicians questioned 
the constitutionality of having the government lend 
money to private citizens and refused to support 
Macune’s plan. It was never put into practice. 

African-American farmers, who were banned from 
joining the mostly white Farmers’ Alliances, formed 
the Colored Farmers’ National Alliance in 1886. At 
its peak, about 250,000 African-American farmers 
belonged to the alliance. However, in 1891, the 
Colored Alliance went on strike, refusing to pick 
cotton unless landowners increased their wages. 
Ben Patterson of Arkansas organized the strike, 
which resulted in the lynching of 15 strikers, including 
Patterson himself. After that incident, the Colored 
Alliance soon dissolved.

THE POPULIST PARTY
In time, the Farmers’ Alliances began to push their 
ideas forward more forcefully on the political stage. 
But they wanted an alternative to the Republican 
and Democratic parties, both of which they believed 
had failed to support their interests. In 1892, Alliance 
leaders formed a third political party, known as the 

A GLOBAL PERSPECTIVE Today, farmers’ cooperatives, like those that arose in the late 1800s 
in the United States, have been established in countries all over the world. In this photo, African 
farmers belonging to the Orinde Farmers’ Cooperative Society in Kenya sort coffee beans on a drying 
bed. About 700,000 small-scale farmers belong to more than 500 cooperatives in Kenya. These 
agricultural cooperatives help create jobs and provide training and financial help for members.

[USH_SE11942_U02C05_13_P03: 
Photo of modern Farmers’ Co-op, 
NOTE: Could be a farmers’ co-op in a 
foreign nation, in which case it s/b a 
Global Perspective hit]
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1909
W.E.B. Du Bois helps 
found the National 
Association for the 
Advancement of 
Colored People 
(NAACP). (pin used 
during the anti-lynching 
movement)

1900 AsiA
A secret society in China 
rebels against the spread 
of Western and Japanese 
influence during the 
Boxer Rebellion.

1910 AmericAs
The Mexican 
Revolution begins.1899 AsiA

The United 
States proposes 

the Open Door 
Policy in China.

1914 europe
World War I begins 

in Europe. (helmet worn 
by German officers 

in the war)

1917 europe
The Russian 
Revolution begins.

1898
The Spanish-American 
War erupts after U.S. 
intervention in Cuba’s war of 
independence against Spain.

1906
President Theodore 
Roosevelt pushes 
Congress to pass 
the Meat Inspection 
Act and the Pure 
Food and Drug Act. 
(uninspected medicine 
sold before the acts 
were passed)

1911
More than 140 workers—
mostly young immigrant 
women—die in New York 
City’s Triangle factory fire.

1920
The 19th Amendment is 
ratified, granting women 

the right to vote.

1913
Henry Ford uses the 
assembly line system 
to mass-produce his 
automobiles. 

HISTORICAL THINKING

DETERMINE CHRONOLOGY What two consecutive 
events indicated that the United States was expanding 
its influence?

1900

1920
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DESIGN: Can you adjust the 19th 
amendment text to make 19th 
Amendment on one line, and move 
the dot to 1920 and the leader so it 
stops at 1920, like the 1890 event?
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UNIT

 THE 
WORLD

1884 AfricA
European powers meet at the 

Berlin Conference to divide 
up Africa, triggering a race for 

territory on the continent.

Growth and 
Reform2

 THE 
UNITED    
  STATES

1877
Thomas Edison 
invents the 
phonograph. 

1882
The Chinese Exclusion 

Act severely limits 
the immigration of 

Chinese laborers to 
the United States.

1896
In Plessy v. Ferguson, 
the Supreme Court 
rules that facilities for 
African Americans 
can be “separate  
but equal.”

1890
Federal troops 
kill more than 

150 Lakota Sioux 
at Wounded 

Knee Creek in 
South Dakota.

1894
Railway 

workers for the 
Pullman Palace Car 

Company go on a strike 
that disrupts rail traffic 
throughout the country. 1892

Farmers form the 
Populist, or People’s, 

Party to focus on 
issues such as better 

pay and working 
conditions.

1870

1890

1889 EuropE
The Eiffel Tower is built in Paris, 

France, and becomes the 
world’s tallest structure.
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HISTORICAL THINKING

1. READING CHECK How were farmers affected by 
industrialization?

2. DRAW CONCLUSIONS Why was sharecropping 
considered another form of slavery?

3. MAKE INFERENCES Why do you think Bryan  
used a biblical metaphor to argue his case in favor of 
free silver?

4. ANALYZE CAUSE AND EFFECT How did the free 
silver movement affect the Populist Party and the 
1896 presidential election?

People’s Party or the Populist Party.  Populism  
is the belief that ordinary people should control 
government rather than a small group of wealthy, elite 
politicians. Populists called for a government that 
would serve “the plain people.” While the populists’ 
political platform promoted subtreasuries and called 
for regulations against businesses that charged 
farmers unreasonable rates for storage and shipping, 
it also supported workers’ rights, specifically an 
eight-hour workday. A woman named Mary Elizabeth 
Lease became a powerful advocate for the Populist 
Party. Lease had gained prominence when she joined 
Kansas farmers in a revolt against high mortgage 
rates and railroad shipping costs, declaring that 
farmers should “raise less corn and more hell.”

Although the farmers of the South and the West 
grew different crops and had different cultures, 
they had common concerns. For a time, they joined 
together in the Populist Party. The populists’ most 
well-known concern revolved around the issue of 
silver coinage. At the time, American currency was 
backed by gold. The  gold standard  required the 
U.S. government to only print an amount of money 
equal to the total value of its gold reserves. Strictly 
following the gold standard kept a limited amount 
of currency in circulation, which, in turn, kept the 
economy from growing, even though the nation’s 
population was rapidly expanding. The only way the 
United States could distribute more money was to 
obtain more gold. The limited number of dollars in 
circulation affected the value of each one. Farmers 
found they had to work harder to maintain the same 
level of income. As a result, they looked for ways to 
inflate the currency—that is, put more dollars into 
circulation—and help lift themselves out of debt. 

With an abundant supply of silver from mines in 
the West, the Populist Party supported the  free 
silver movement . According to the plan proposed, 
anyone holding silver could have it minted into U.S. 
coins for a small fee, and the coins could then be 
placed into circulation. Introducing free silver with 
the existing currency would increase the money 
supply and inflate prices substantially. In 1896, 
the Democratic nominee for president, William 
Jennings Bryan, supported the free silver platform. 
The Republican nominee, William McKinley, was 
for the gold standard. Although the populists had 
united farmers in the South and the West throughout 
the early 1890s, farmers threw their support behind 
the Democrats. When the Populist Party as a whole 
supported Bryan, its members joined the Democratic 
Party. The Populist Party came to an end.

As it turned out, Bryan lost the 1896 election 
because of his free silver platform. Unlike farmers 
in other regions, those in the Northeast didn’t pay 
high prices to warehouse their crops. Northeastern 
farmers lived near urban centers and shipped their 
crops short distances. Thus, these farmers did not 
support Bryan’s economic ideas. Neither did the 
richest people in the nation. Proponents of free 
silver faced strong opposition from railroads, banks, 
and business owners who held almost all of the 
nation’s wealth and who feared their interest rates 
would fall substantially with Bryan as president. The 
Republicans also convinced voters to turn against 
Bryan by fanning fears that free silver would lead to 
inflation. As a result, McKinley won the presidential 
election, and the gold standard remained in place 
until 1933.

At the Democratic Convention in 1896, William 
Jennings Bryan gave a fiery speech in support of 
free silver that came to be known as the “Cross 
of Gold” speech. In this excerpt from the speech, 
Bryan compares the gold standard to the crown 
of thorns Christians believe was placed on Jesus’ 
head before he was crucified.

If they dare to come out in the open field and 
defend the gold standard as a good thing, we shall 
fight them to the uttermost, having behind us the 
producing masses of the nation and the world. 
Having behind us the commercial interests and the 
laboring interests and all the toiling masses, we 
shall answer their demands for a gold standard by 
saying to them, you shall not press down upon the 
brow of labor this crown of thorns. You shall not 
crucify mankind upon a cross of gold.

— from William Jennings Bryan’s “Cross of Gold”  
speech, 1896 

PRIMARY SOURCE
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To help resolve their economic grievances, farmers in 
local Granges, or lodges within an alliance, banded 
together and formed cooperatives.  Cooperatives  
are organizations run and funded by their members. 
Each farmer contributed funds into a pool of money, 
which the cooperative then used to buy seeds and 
equipment. The larger the order for goods or 
services, the easier it was to negotiate a good price. 
The cooperatives also demanded lower shipping and 
storage rates from railroads and loans at lower 
interest rates from banks. 

One of the most significant problems farmers faced 
was selling crops at harvest time when there was an 
overabundance of agricultural products. As you’ve 
learned, this overabundance kept the prices of the 
goods low. To address this problem, Charles Macune 
came up with the  subtreasury system , whereby the 
government set up storage silos, or subtreasuries, 
in urban centers. When a farmer deposited a crop 
in the silo, the government would loan the farmer 
a percentage of the crop’s value to buy new seeds 
for the next season at a low interest rate. In 1889, 
Macune presented his system at a conference  

in St. Louis. However, some politicians questioned 
the constitutionality of having the government lend 
money to private citizens and refused to support 
Macune’s plan. It was never put into practice. 

African-American farmers, who were banned from 
joining the mostly white Farmers’ Alliances, formed 
the Colored Farmers’ National Alliance in 1886. At 
its peak, about 250,000 African-American farmers 
belonged to the alliance. However, in 1891, the 
Colored Alliance went on strike, refusing to pick 
cotton unless landowners increased their wages. 
Ben Patterson of Arkansas organized the strike, 
which resulted in the lynching of 15 strikers, including 
Patterson himself. After that incident, the Colored 
Alliance soon dissolved.

THE POPULIST PARTY
In time, the Farmers’ Alliances began to push their 
ideas forward more forcefully on the political stage. 
But they wanted an alternative to the Republican 
and Democratic parties, both of which they believed 
had failed to support their interests. In 1892, Alliance 
leaders formed a third political party, known as the 

A GLOBAL PERSPECTIVE Today, farmers’ cooperatives, like those that arose in the late 1800s 
in the United States, have been established in countries all over the world. In this photo, African 
farmers belonging to the Orinde Farmers’ Cooperative Society in Kenya sort coffee beans on a drying 
bed. About 700,000 small-scale farmers belong to more than 500 cooperatives in Kenya. These 
agricultural cooperatives help create jobs and provide training and financial help for members.

[USH_SE11942_U02C05_13_P03: 
Photo of modern Farmers’ Co-op, 
NOTE: Could be a farmers’ co-op in a 
foreign nation, in which case it s/b a 
Global Perspective hit]
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Empowering Students to Identify as Global Citizens
With currency and relevance at the forefront, National Geographic U.S. History America Through the Lens 
views history as the study of identity, connecting the physical environment and historical events to 
students’ lives and fostering empathy for diverse peoples, cultures, and ideas.

History is contextualized and presented with a global perspective.

“Farmers and the Populist Movement,” 1877 to the Present, pp. 112-115

Armed with empathy for the world’s peoples and their cultures, students are empowered to experience their 
unique place in history and apply their own strengths as global citizens.

Comparative Timeline, 1877 to the Present, pp. 96-97

A comparative timeline at the 
beginning of each unit places 
events in U.S. history alongside 
events in world history. 

To help resolve their economic grievances, farmers in 
local Granges, or lodges within an alliance, banded 
together and formed cooperatives.  Cooperatives  
are organizations run and funded by their members. 
Each farmer contributed funds into a pool of money, 
which the cooperative then used to buy seeds and 
equipment. The larger the order for goods or 
services, the easier it was to negotiate a good price. 
The cooperatives also demanded lower shipping and 
storage rates from railroads and loans at lower 
interest rates from banks. 

One of the most significant problems farmers faced 
was selling crops at harvest time when there was an 
overabundance of agricultural products. As you’ve 
learned, this overabundance kept the prices of the 
goods low. To address this problem, Charles Macune 
came up with the  subtreasury system , whereby the 
government set up storage silos, or subtreasuries, 
in urban centers. When a farmer deposited a crop 
in the silo, the government would loan the farmer 
a percentage of the crop’s value to buy new seeds 
for the next season at a low interest rate. In 1889, 
Macune presented his system at a conference  

in St. Louis. However, some politicians questioned 
the constitutionality of having the government lend 
money to private citizens and refused to support 
Macune’s plan. It was never put into practice. 

African-American farmers, who were banned from 
joining the mostly white Farmers’ Alliances, formed 
the Colored Farmers’ National Alliance in 1886. At 
its peak, about 250,000 African-American farmers 
belonged to the alliance. However, in 1891, the 
Colored Alliance went on strike, refusing to pick 
cotton unless landowners increased their wages. 
Ben Patterson of Arkansas organized the strike, 
which resulted in the lynching of 15 strikers, including 
Patterson himself. After that incident, the Colored 
Alliance soon dissolved.

THE POPULIST PARTY
In time, the Farmers’ Alliances began to push their 
ideas forward more forcefully on the political stage. 
But they wanted an alternative to the Republican 
and Democratic parties, both of which they believed 
had failed to support their interests. In 1892, Alliance 
leaders formed a third political party, known as the 

A GLOBAL PERSPECTIVE Today, farmers’ cooperatives, like those that arose in the late 1800s 
in the United States, have been established in countries all over the world. In this photo, African 
farmers belonging to the Orinde Farmers’ Cooperative Society in Kenya sort coffee beans on a drying 
bed. About 700,000 small-scale farmers belong to more than 500 cooperatives in Kenya. These 
agricultural cooperatives help create jobs and provide training and financial help for members.

[USH_SE11942_U02C05_13_P03: 
Photo of modern Farmers’ Co-op, 
NOTE: Could be a farmers’ co-op in a 
foreign nation, in which case it s/b a 
Global Perspective hit]
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High School U.S. History

How might a “live display” have 
been perceived differently by 
performers and spectators?

Formed from thin, flat 
copper, this fish model 
has characteristics of two 
different species native to 
the Mississippi River system.

This mask was made 
before 1893 by a 

Kwakiutl artist 
named Xániyus.

Hopewell Copper Fish

The Field Museum has one of the world’s 
largest collections of artifacts from the 
Hopewell culture, which flourished more than 
2,000 years ago in what is now southern Ohio. 
Most of the museum’s collection comes from 
an excavation that was undertaken specifically 
to obtain Native American artifacts for the 
Columbian Exposition. The Hopewell culture 
produced especially fine metalwork, as 
represented by this copper fish.

Sioux Beaded Vest

This Sioux beaded vest was worn by a child in a  
“live display” at the Columbian Exposition. At the fair, 
Native American performers lived in reconstructed 
villages to demonstrate their traditional life for 
fairgoers. The Sioux were one of the Plains Indian 
groups who lived in tepees and hunted bison. As  
this vest demonstrates, they were also highly skilled 
at beadwork.

Kwakiutl Transformation Mask

Known for their painted carvings, 
the Kwakiutl originally lived in 
what is now British Columbia, 
Canada. This Kwakiutl carving is a 
transformation mask, which can be 
opened by strings to reveal another 
image. Shown in the open position, 
this mask represents a shaman, 
a priest believed to have magic 
powers. The Kwakiutl thought a 
transformation mask represented 
the inner change believed to 
occur when it was worn, such as a 
transformation from a human to a 
particular animal.

Expansion and Conflict in the West  125

Katie, could you give me just one more 
word’s worth of room for the small 
question caption?

DESIGN: Enlarge the caption for the 
copper fish.
Done. MW 3.22
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CURATING HISTORY

Columbian Exposition 
tickets cost 50 cents 
for adults and 25 cents 
for children under 12.

The Field Museum of Natural History arose as a 
result of the World’s Columbian Exposition, an 
international fair held in 1893 in Chicago. The fair 
celebrated the 400th anniversary of Christopher 
Columbus’s landing in the so-called “New World” 
in 1492. Its exhibits showcased the development of 
civilization, with a focus on American culture.

Leading citizens of Chicago established the Field 
Museum in 1893 to commemorate the exposition 
and house its exhibits, which included an extensive 
collection of Native American artifacts. Over time, 
the Field Museum developed into a renowned 
natural history museum, covering such fields as 
anthropology, botany, zoology, and geology.

The Field Museum  
Chicago, Illinois

2.3

The White City

This postcard from the Columbian 
Exposition shows the “White City,” 
which showcased the fair’s main 
exhibition buildings. Painted white, 
these buildings housed exhibits of 
industrial technology, agricultural 
production, and fine art. Running at a 
right angle to the White City was the 
Midway Plaisance, a mile-long avenue 
with live exhibits of indigenous people 
of many cultures. The Midway was 
intended to display humanity’s progress 
toward the “ideal” civilization of the 
White City.

— Bill Parkinson, Associate Curator

“The wonderful thing about museums is that you can 
interact directly with other cultures— 
ancient and modern—through their artifacts.”

124  CHAPTER 5

Please add standard:

11.2.2 Describe the changing landscape, 
including the growth of cities linked by 
industry and trade, and the develop-
ment of cities divided according to race, 
ethnicity, and class.

NOTES: I want to indicate that the Ex-
position celebrated the 400th anniversa-
ry that had occurred the previous year, 
but there isn’t anyplace to add it without 
altering the evenness of the columns.
-RR 3/22
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Curating History invites students 
to engage with leading museums 
and explore our past through art 
and artifacts.

Geology in History lessons 
encourage students to 
consider history from an 
interdisciplinary perspective.

Curating History, 1877 to the Present, pp. 124-125

Art and artifacts bring history to life.

The Alamo, San Antonio, Texas
Once a fortress and mission, the Alamo is a 
moving reminder of the Texan forces who faced 
Santa Anna’s Mexican troops there in 1836 as 
part of the Texas Revolution. Archaeologists are 
still excavating to identify the original structure’s 
adobe walls and inventory thousands of artifacts. 

Underwater Archaeological 
Preserves, Pensacola, Florida
The battleship U.S.S. Massachusetts 
from the Spanish-American War 
was towed to Pensacola in 1921 and 
eventually scuttled at the entrance 
to the harbor. Today, the ship is an 
artificial reef and home to an array 
of marine life in the Gulf of Mexico.

Mount Vernon, Virginia
The home of George and Martha 
Washington, Mount Vernon 
continues to yield a great deal 
of data that document life on 
an 18th-century plantation. 
One effort has focused on an 
archaeological survey of slave 
burials on the grounds.

Jeffers Petroglyphs, Minnesota
These rock carvings, some dating 
possibly to 9,000 years ago, include 
humans, elk, buffalo, turtles, and 
dragonflies. Archaeologists had to 
carefully remove lichen that covered 
the rocks in order to examine the 
carvings underneath. They speculate 
that the carvings were used for sacred 
ceremonies or to record events. 

Cahokia Mounds, Illinois
This 2,200-acre site of 
a pre-Columbian Native 
American city is the largest 
archaeological site in the 
United States. The roughly 
80 mounds that remain today 
suggest a sophisticated urban 
Mississippian culture. Artifacts  
uncovered at Cahokia  
include pottery,  
tools, stones,  
shells, knives,  
arrowheads,  
and tattoo kits.

World Trade Center site, New York
A visit to the 9/11 Memorial Museum in New 
York City has been called an “archaeological 
walking tour.” Archaeologists worked to 
recover human remains and artifacts from 
the tons of debris left after  
the towers collapsed.

Archaeology and U.S. History 93
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Ozette, Washington
A Makah village, excavated 
after a mudslide in 1970, 
yielded more than 55,000 
artifacts, thousands of  
them wooden.

Santa Rosa Island, 
California
This is the home of 
Arlington Man, possibly 
the oldest human remains 
found in North America, 
dating to 13,000 years 
ago. Additional sites 
suggest Paleo-Indian 
occupation dating to 
8,000–11,000 years ago. U.S.S. Arizona, Pearl Harbor, Hawaii

In 2016, National Park Service archaeologists 
and National Geographic photographers used an 
ROV (remotely operated vehicle) to explore this  
U.S. battleship, sunk on December 7, 1941. The 
team collected artifacts for analysis and took 
sediment and water samples for further study.

Pueblo Bonito,  
New Mexico
Archaeologists have found 
nearly 300,000 artifacts here, 
including wooden flutes, human 
effigy vessels, and cylindrical 
pottery jars. This site continues 
to draw archaeologists and 
other scientists hoping to 
uncover new information on  
the culture that thrived here.

Little Bighorn  
River, Montana
Archaeology has  
changed historical  
accounts of the  
Battle of the Little  
Bighorn in 1876.  
There, Native  
Americans of the  
Great Plains engaged  
with U.S. Army troops  
under General George  
Custer. Analysis of artifacts  
and bones found there 
revealed this to be a major 
Native American victory, 
despite reports—and legend—
to the contrary.

ARCHAeOLOgy SIteS  
ACROSS The COUNTRy
The Indiana Jones movies put the academic study of archaeology on the map—the world 
map, that is. You might be surprised to learn about the range of archaeological projects 
right in your own backyard. Use the map on this page to get familiar with some of the 
exciting and important work underway in the United States, and go to America Through 
The Lens online to find archaeological sites in your state.

92  
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Witness history as it is reimagined for modern audiences.

American Stories, 1877 to the Present, pp. 100-101

Look through a window into bygone times.

Archaeology Sites Across the Country, 1877 to the Present, pp. 92-93

In the 1950s and 1960s, you couldn’t flip through the television channels 

during prime time without seeing at least one Western—a fictional series 

about the American West set in the late 1800s. Movie screens were also 

filled with images of scheming outlaws pursued by handsome, heroic 

lawmen, and cool, confident cowboys protecting herds from cattle 

thieves. In other words, the Wild West lived and breathed through the 

entertainment industry, and the American public loved it.

Expansion and Conflict in the West 101

  Katie, I will need a critical viewing 
question with caption on this opener, 
please.

THE MAGNIFICENT SEVEN, from 
left: LEE Byung-hun, Ethan Hawke, 
Manuel Garcia-Rulfo, Denzel Wash-
ington, Chris Pratt, Vincent D’Onofrio, 
Martin Sensmeier, 2016.
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THEWILD
WEST

AMERICAN
STORIES

CRITICAL VIEWING The 2016 Columbia Pictures 
movie The Magnificent Seven was a remake of the 
1960 Western by the same name. What does this 
photo reveal about the cast of characters?

100  CHAPTER 5
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CRITICAL VIEWING Center-pivot irrigation systems, widely used 
to distribute water from the Ogallala Aquifer, operate equipment 
and sprinklers that rotate around a central point, or pivot, giving 
farm fields this circular pattern. How might this current form of 
irrigation be more efficient than others in this region?

TO AMERICA’S BREADBASKET
Those settlers would never have 
believed that this same region would 
become part of America’s breadbasket 
by the 1950s—all thanks to the 
Ogallala Aquifer (also called the High 
Plains Aquifer). For the past 15,000 
years, water has been slowly collecting 
in the space between underground 
sand and gravel grains to form the 
Ogallala Aquifer. Spanning eight states, 
it’s one of the world’s largest aquifers.

Unfortunately, farmers didn’t have 
access to this aquifer during westward 
expansion. In fact, full access to this 
reservoir wasn’t available until the 
1950s, when new technology made it 
economically viable to drill deep into 
the aquifer and access its water using 
powerful pumps. Today, Ogallala waters 
help grow nearly one-fifth of the wheat, corn, and 
beef cattle produced in the United States.

However, overuse has been drying up the Ogallala 
Aquifer. By the 1960s, geologists realized its water 
was limited, and natural processes refill it very 
slowly. Without rules for responsible groundwater 
extraction, some estimates indicate the aquifer will 
run dry as early as 2028. Once drained, it will take 
more than 6,000 years for it to naturally replenish.

Ogallala Aquifer

THINK LIKE A GEOLOGIST

1. IdentIfy MAIn IdeAS And detAIlS Why are 
aquifers important to humans?

2. drAw COnCluSIOnS Why is the fact that early 
settlers were unable to fully tap into the Ogallala 
Aquifer beneficial to farmers today?

3. AnAlyZe enVIrOnMentAl COnCePtS What 
human practices in the 1950s altered the natural 
processes within the Ogallala Aquifer?

Though groundwater is typically 
accessible at less than 100 feet 
below the surface, much of the 
Great Plains lacked sufficient 
groundwater to support 
agricultural development.

The Ogallala Aquifer offered a rich supply of 
water for farming, but at about 500 feet below 
the surface, it wasn’t accessible until drilling 
and pump technology advanced in the 1950s.

Ogallala Aquifer

Groundwater

50–100 feet  
below surface

300–500 feet  
below surface
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GEOLOGY IN HISTORY1.2
MAIN IDEA A huge underground reservoir of water allows 
the farmers of the Great Plains to water their crops.

FROM THE GREAT AMERICAN DESERT
The majority of Americans get their fresh water from 
either surface or groundwater  reservoirs , contained 
bodies of water that can be tapped. As rain flows 
over the land’s surface, some of it collects in rivers 
and lakes, and some seeps into the surface of the 
earth. The water that soaks into the surface fills the 
space between soil particles and fractures in rock to 
become groundwater. Certain geologic formations 
have the right conditions below the surface to hold 
large groundwater reservoirs. These formations are 
called  aquifers .

To get water from an aquifer, engineers must drill 
down and raise the water to the surface. Depending 
on the type of rock, an aquifer will produce different 
amounts and types of water. Fault zones, areas of 
easily dissolved rock, and expanses of gravel often 
result in productive aquifers. The groundwater can 
effectively flow through the fractures and spaces in 
the rock. Areas of rock that are solid and not porous 
or fractured usually do not form aquifers because 
water cannot penetrate.

In 1820, U.S. Army major Stephen H. Long dubbed 
the Great Plains, “the Great American Desert.” 
He considered this dry, flat land, “almost wholly 
unfit for cultivation, and of course uninhabitable 
by a people depending upon agriculture for their 
subsistence.” Despite this warning, settlers moved 
to the Great Plains in droves beginning in the 1860s 
and 1870s. While many did manage to make a living, 

it was tough. The thick sod of the plains had to 
be broken up before crops could be planted. And 
though farmers were able to use pumps powered by 
windmills to bring some underground water to the 
surface, this technique had its drawbacks. Farmers 
were not usually able to dig deep enough wells, and 
the pumping mechanisms did not work when the 
wind was not blowing. By the 1930s, drought and 
poor farming practices had so eroded parts of the 
Great Plains, they became known as the Dust Bowl 
because of the terrible dust storms that blew through 
the region.

How Geology Waters  
the Great Plains By Andrés Ruzo, National Geographic Explorer

Fresh water is one of our most rare and precious resources. We can’t survive without 
it. Thanks to modern plumbing and water purification techniques, 99 percent of 
Americans can get water right from the tap, but this ease of access is misleading. 
Freshwater resources are actually surprisingly rare. Less than 1 percent of Earth’s 
water is available to humans as fresh water. Most is either in the salty oceans or locked 
up in ice caps and glaciers.

Before pump technology 
improved in the 1950s, 
farmers struggled to create 
irrigation systems to water 
their fields, as shown in 
this photo of an Oklahoma 
farmer in the 1930s.
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 “How Geology Waters the Great Plains,” 1877 to the Present, pp. 110-111

Examine human impact locally, globally, and historically.

CRITICAL VIEWING Center-pivot irrigation systems, widely used 
to distribute water from the Ogallala Aquifer, operate equipment 
and sprinklers that rotate around a central point, or pivot, giving 
farm fields this circular pattern. How might this current form of 
irrigation be more efficient than others in this region?

TO AMERICA’S BREADBASKET
Those settlers would never have 
believed that this same region would 
become part of America’s breadbasket 
by the 1950s—all thanks to the 
Ogallala Aquifer (also called the High 
Plains Aquifer). For the past 15,000 
years, water has been slowly collecting 
in the space between underground 
sand and gravel grains to form the 
Ogallala Aquifer. Spanning eight states, 
it’s one of the world’s largest aquifers.

Unfortunately, farmers didn’t have 
access to this aquifer during westward 
expansion. In fact, full access to this 
reservoir wasn’t available until the 
1950s, when new technology made it 
economically viable to drill deep into 
the aquifer and access its water using 
powerful pumps. Today, Ogallala waters 
help grow nearly one-fifth of the wheat, corn, and 
beef cattle produced in the United States.

However, overuse has been drying up the Ogallala 
Aquifer. By the 1960s, geologists realized its water 
was limited, and natural processes refill it very 
slowly. Without rules for responsible groundwater 
extraction, some estimates indicate the aquifer will 
run dry as early as 2028. Once drained, it will take 
more than 6,000 years for it to naturally replenish.

Ogallala Aquifer

THINK LIKE A GEOLOGIST

1. IdentIfy MAIn IdeAS And detAIlS Why are 
aquifers important to humans?

2. drAw COnCluSIOnS Why is the fact that early 
settlers were unable to fully tap into the Ogallala 
Aquifer beneficial to farmers today?

3. AnAlyZe enVIrOnMentAl COnCePtS What 
human practices in the 1950s altered the natural 
processes within the Ogallala Aquifer?

Though groundwater is typically 
accessible at less than 100 feet 
below the surface, much of the 
Great Plains lacked sufficient 
groundwater to support 
agricultural development.

The Ogallala Aquifer offered a rich supply of 
water for farming, but at about 500 feet below 
the surface, it wasn’t accessible until drilling 
and pump technology advanced in the 1950s.

Ogallala Aquifer

Groundwater

50–100 feet  
below surface

300–500 feet  
below surface
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CRITICAL VIEWING Center-pivot irrigation systems, widely used 
to distribute water from the Ogallala Aquifer, operate equipment 
and sprinklers that rotate around a central point, or pivot, giving 
farm fields this circular pattern. How might this current form of 
irrigation be more efficient than others in this region?

TO AMERICA’S BREADBASKET
Those settlers would never have 
believed that this same region would 
become part of America’s breadbasket 
by the 1950s—all thanks to the 
Ogallala Aquifer (also called the High 
Plains Aquifer). For the past 15,000 
years, water has been slowly collecting 
in the space between underground 
sand and gravel grains to form the 
Ogallala Aquifer. Spanning eight states, 
it’s one of the world’s largest aquifers.

Unfortunately, farmers didn’t have 
access to this aquifer during westward 
expansion. In fact, full access to this 
reservoir wasn’t available until the 
1950s, when new technology made it 
economically viable to drill deep into 
the aquifer and access its water using 
powerful pumps. Today, Ogallala waters 
help grow nearly one-fifth of the wheat, corn, and 
beef cattle produced in the United States.

However, overuse has been drying up the Ogallala 
Aquifer. By the 1960s, geologists realized its water 
was limited, and natural processes refill it very 
slowly. Without rules for responsible groundwater 
extraction, some estimates indicate the aquifer will 
run dry as early as 2028. Once drained, it will take 
more than 6,000 years for it to naturally replenish.
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Aquifer beneficial to farmers today?

3. AnAlyZe enVIrOnMentAl COnCePtS What 
human practices in the 1950s altered the natural 
processes within the Ogallala Aquifer?

Though groundwater is typically 
accessible at less than 100 feet 
below the surface, much of the 
Great Plains lacked sufficient 
groundwater to support 
agricultural development.

The Ogallala Aquifer offered a rich supply of 
water for farming, but at about 500 feet below 
the surface, it wasn’t accessible until drilling 
and pump technology advanced in the 1950s.
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N AT I O N A L  G E O G R A P H I C  L E A R N I N G

NATIONAL GEOGRAPHIC EXPLORER LesLie Dewan1.5

^
as one of the only 
women in her graduate 
school classes at the 
Massachusetts institute of 
Technology (MiT), Leslie 
Dewan, shown here on the 
MiT campus, learned to 
take the lead. 

Reinventing 
Clean Energy
“ I think I can save the world with nuclear power.” 
—Leslie Dewan 

Leslie Dewan stands out from the crowd—a visionary woman in 
a male-dominated field. With guidance and input from her female 
teachers and mentors, and with a nod to history and its lessons, 
Dewan is determined to develop a cleaner form of nuclear power that 
will reinvent the definition of clean energy. This carbon-free energy 
will power the world, and—as a side note—will greatly decrease the 
production of nuclear waste. It’s ambitious, but if it can be done, this 
National Geographic Explorer will figure out how.
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MAIN IDEA Leslie Dewan is developing 
a safer, cleaner alternative to traditional 
nuclear power. 

A NEW SOURCE OF ENERGY
From the beginning of history, humans have 
used fire to generate power. In fact, as early 
as 2000 b.c., people burned coal for energy. 
They later discovered the usefulness of 
natural gas and petroleum. But as you 
know, fossil fuels like coal, oil, and natural 
gas are nonrenewable energy sources. 
Burning them is believed to have negative 
impacts on our planet, including air, land, 
and water pollution. Utilizing cleaner energy 
sources is a must for the environment.

Although fossil fuels are still widely in use, 
we now harness the power of the sun, wind, water, 
and geothermal sources more than ever before to 
generate power and electricity. Leslie Dewan, an 
MIT-trained nuclear engineer, National Geographic 
Explorer, and environmentalist, would like to add 
nuclear power to that list, but others disagree. The 
impact on people and the environment that resulted 
from nuclear disasters at power plants, including 
Three Mile Island in the United States, Chernobyl in 
the Ukraine, and Fukushima in Japan, leaves many 
uneasy. They feel nuclear power is just too dangerous.

Scientists first figured out how to generate nuclear 
power about 70 years ago. It was exciting at 
first, imagining nuclear-powered cars, planes, 
and weapons, and nuclear reactors to generate 
electricity. At that time, the focus was not on 
reducing carbon dioxide emissions, but on gaining 
energy independence from other countries.

As you have read, nuclear technology was used 
during the Cold War to create weapons of mass 
destruction. The Cuban Missile Crisis brought the 
world to the brink of nuclear war. After World War II, 
Americans were acutely aware of the destructive 
power of nuclear weapons, so the fear of “being 
nuked” during the Cold War led people to build bomb 
shelters and practice nuclear attack drills.

Decades later, highly publicized nuclear disasters 
gave people the impression that nuclear power 
was more dangerous than useful. Serious failures 
did occur, and they were disastrous—in the case of 
Chernobyl, a whole continent was affected. There 
were also serious concerns about technology and 
safety. In its rush to develop reactors, the United 
States built reactors similar to those designed for 

nuclear submarines instead of developing ones better 
suited for land. Nearly all of the reactors still in use in 
this country today are submarine-style reactors.

SAFER NUCLEAR REACTORS
That’s where Dewan comes in. She’s designing a 
safer, more efficient alternative to today’s nuclear 
reactors, and says, “I want to come up with new 
technology that keeps the good elements of nuclear 
power but solves the bad aspects.” Dewan and her 
colleague, Mark Massie, developed a new design for 
a molten salt reactor, initially intended for nuclear-
powered airplanes. Ideally, their reactors would 
leave behind less than half as much nuclear waste 
as existing reactors, and produce enough energy 
to power the world for decades. Dewan hopes to 
develop a prototype by 2020 and a commercial 
reactor by the 2030s.

Currently, nuclear power provides 10 percent of 
the world’s electricity and 45 percent of the world’s 
fossil-free electricity. Dewan believes nuclear energy 
will move the world away from fossil fuels and offer 
dramatic reductions in carbon dioxide emissions. 
She notes, “I think the world needs nuclear power, 
alongside solar, wind, hydro, and geothermal, if 
we want to have any hope of reducing fossil fuel 
emissions and preventing global climate change.” 

In 1979, the Three Mile Island nuclear power station in 
Pennsylvania had the most serious accident in U.S. history. 
Luckily, the small amount of radioactive material released 
had no health effects on plant workers or the public. 

HISTORICAL THINKING

1. READING CHECK What problem is Dewan 
attempting to solve with her development of new 
nuclear reactor technology?  

2. ANALYZE ENVIRONMENTAL CONCEPTS How 
might nuclear technology affect the environment in 
both positive and negative ways?

Reform in the 1960s 581
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CRITICAL VIEWING The Preservation Hall 
Jazz Band is a contemporary jazz ensemble 
formed in 1963 with the aim of preserving the 
original spirit of New Orleans jazz. The band 
takes its name from Preservation Hall, a music 
venue located in New Orleans’ French Quarter. 
Based on this photograph, what musical 
instruments appear in a typical jazz band?

THE ORIGINS OF JAZZ
New Orleans is generally considered to be the 
birthplace of jazz. A city like no other in the late 
1800s, New Orleans was home to an extremely 
diverse population of whites, African Americans,  
and people of mixed races.

In this cultural whirlwind could be heard the sounds 
of music that had originated with enslaved people 
who worked in the cotton fields. The music was 
based on traditional African work songs and “field 
hollers.” Work songs often had a call-and-response 
structure, with one person singing a line and other 
people singing a response. Field hollers were high-
pitched calls used by individuals working alone to 
communicate with workers in other fields. 

Late in the 19th century, New Orleans also hosted a 
lively European classical music scene, with several 
well-attended opera houses. At this time, new kinds 
of sounds emerged that blended various African 
and European influences. By the turn of the 20th 
century, the strains of jazz could be heard in the 

It seems that every generation 

chooses to rebel against previous 

ones, partly through the rhythms and 

melodies of new styles of music. In 

the 1950s and 1960s, the rebellious 

music of choice was rock and roll, 

described as “savage music” in an 

advertisement by the Citizens’ Council 

of Greater New Orleans. In the 1980s 

and 1990s, rap and hip-hop came 

on the scene, once again rattling the 

sensibilities of older generations.

Though they are each unique, rock, 

rap, and hip-hop are cousins, bearing 

family resemblances because they are 

all descended from an earlier musical 

and social revolution—the birth of 

jazz and the blues. 
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Celebrating Cultural Heritage and Diversity
National Geographic U.S. History America Through the Lens  is immersive, inclusive, and intentional. Modeling 
culturally responsive teaching, America Through the Lens reaches students from a variety of perspectives. 

American Stories, 1877 to the Present, pp. 270-271

National Geographic Explorers and Photographers

National Geographic Explorer, Leslie Dewan,  
1877 to the Present, pp. 580-581
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Jimmy Chin 
THROUGH THE LENS  National Geographic adventure photographer Jimmy Chin is used to extreme heights. 

He’s skied down Mount Everest, photographed free climbers on Yosemite, and conquered the 
granite Shark Fin’s wall of Meru Peak in the Himalayas. So 1,776 feet—the height of New York’s 
1 World Trade Center—is no big deal. In this shoot, Chin focused on capturing the great city of 
New York, a city of skyscrapers, many of which rose up around the Great Depression, from 
the spire of the building constructed where the World Trade Center once stood.
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CRITICAL VIEWING Safety liaison Jamison Walsh, 
photographed by Chin, climbs the spire of 1 World 
Trade Center after leading Chin’s ascent. How are 
New York’s skyscrapers symbols of the 1920s?
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Through the Lens, Jimmy Chin, 
1877 to the Present, pp. 328-329

Explore our identities and roles 
in broader society. Examine the 
environmental and social impact 
of historical events.

Geology in History, 1877 to the present, pp. 284-285

Take a look at our nation 
through the lens of 
National Geographic 
photographers. 
Witness the story as 
it is still being told.

MAIN IDEA Leslie Dewan is developing 
a safer, cleaner alternative to traditional 
nuclear power. 

A NEW SOURCE OF ENERGY
From the beginning of history, humans have 
used fire to generate power. In fact, as early 
as 2000 b.c., people burned coal for energy. 
They later discovered the usefulness of 
natural gas and petroleum. But as you 
know, fossil fuels like coal, oil, and natural 
gas are nonrenewable energy sources. 
Burning them is believed to have negative 
impacts on our planet, including air, land, 
and water pollution. Utilizing cleaner energy 
sources is a must for the environment.

Although fossil fuels are still widely in use, 
we now harness the power of the sun, wind, water, 
and geothermal sources more than ever before to 
generate power and electricity. Leslie Dewan, an 
MIT-trained nuclear engineer, National Geographic 
Explorer, and environmentalist, would like to add 
nuclear power to that list, but others disagree. The 
impact on people and the environment that resulted 
from nuclear disasters at power plants, including 
Three Mile Island in the United States, Chernobyl in 
the Ukraine, and Fukushima in Japan, leaves many 
uneasy. They feel nuclear power is just too dangerous.

Scientists first figured out how to generate nuclear 
power about 70 years ago. It was exciting at 
first, imagining nuclear-powered cars, planes, 
and weapons, and nuclear reactors to generate 
electricity. At that time, the focus was not on 
reducing carbon dioxide emissions, but on gaining 
energy independence from other countries.

As you have read, nuclear technology was used 
during the Cold War to create weapons of mass 
destruction. The Cuban Missile Crisis brought the 
world to the brink of nuclear war. After World War II, 
Americans were acutely aware of the destructive 
power of nuclear weapons, so the fear of “being 
nuked” during the Cold War led people to build bomb 
shelters and practice nuclear attack drills.

Decades later, highly publicized nuclear disasters 
gave people the impression that nuclear power 
was more dangerous than useful. Serious failures 
did occur, and they were disastrous—in the case of 
Chernobyl, a whole continent was affected. There 
were also serious concerns about technology and 
safety. In its rush to develop reactors, the United 
States built reactors similar to those designed for 

nuclear submarines instead of developing ones better 
suited for land. Nearly all of the reactors still in use in 
this country today are submarine-style reactors.

SAFER NUCLEAR REACTORS
That’s where Dewan comes in. She’s designing a 
safer, more efficient alternative to today’s nuclear 
reactors, and says, “I want to come up with new 
technology that keeps the good elements of nuclear 
power but solves the bad aspects.” Dewan and her 
colleague, Mark Massie, developed a new design for 
a molten salt reactor, initially intended for nuclear-
powered airplanes. Ideally, their reactors would 
leave behind less than half as much nuclear waste 
as existing reactors, and produce enough energy 
to power the world for decades. Dewan hopes to 
develop a prototype by 2020 and a commercial 
reactor by the 2030s.

Currently, nuclear power provides 10 percent of 
the world’s electricity and 45 percent of the world’s 
fossil-free electricity. Dewan believes nuclear energy 
will move the world away from fossil fuels and offer 
dramatic reductions in carbon dioxide emissions. 
She notes, “I think the world needs nuclear power, 
alongside solar, wind, hydro, and geothermal, if 
we want to have any hope of reducing fossil fuel 
emissions and preventing global climate change.” 

In 1979, the Three Mile Island nuclear power station in 
Pennsylvania had the most serious accident in U.S. history. 
Luckily, the small amount of radioactive material released 
had no health effects on plant workers or the public. 

HISTORICAL THINKING

1. READING CHECK What problem is Dewan 
attempting to solve with her development of new 
nuclear reactor technology?  

2. ANALYZE ENVIRONMENTAL CONCEPTS How 
might nuclear technology affect the environment in 
both positive and negative ways?
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CRITICAL VIEWING The top photo 
shows the Longhorn Cavern in 
Burnet, Texas, which was converted 
into a speakeasy during Prohibition, 
complete with a wooden dance floor. 
The bottom photo shows the cavern 
today. What geologic elements shown 
in these pictures reveal why a cave 
would make an effective speakeasy?
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GEOLOGY IN HISTORY1.3

THINK LIKE A GEOLOGIST

1. READING CHECK What factors did people look for 
in a speakeasy?

2. ANALYZE ENVIRONMENTAL CONCEPTS How did 
the formation of caves lead some people to benefit 
from this natural process during Prohibition?

3. FORM AND SUPPORT OPINIONS Would you like 
to explore a cave? Why or why not?

secret passageways to be carved into the rock. And, 
with their thick walls, caves are insulated from the 
weather and so maintain near-constant temperatures 
all year round. As a result, speakeasies in caves were 
cool in the summer and relatively warm in the winter.

During Prohibition, these amenities attracted 
customers to the speakeasy at the Longhorn Cavern 
in Burnet, Texas, not far from the state capital of 
Austin. With its spacious dance room and dining 
area, the speakeasy provided a fairly respectable 
setting. In contrast, the speakeasy at the De Soto 
Cavern near Birmingham, Alabama, was known for its 
violence. Fights and shootings earned the speakeasy 
the nickname “the bloody bucket.” Drunken 
patrons sometimes shot at the cave’s  stalactites  
and  stalagmites —mineral deposits hanging from its 
ceiling or rising from its floor—and bullet holes can 
still be seen in the rock.

In 1933, Congress repealed the 18th Amendment—
the only amendment to be entirely reversed—and 
liquor flowed freely once more. But Prohibition had 
forced people to think geologically and seek refuge 
in caves. The decade may have started on a dry note, 
but caves helped keep the ’20s roaring.

FINDING THE PERFECT SPEAKEASY
For many people during the 1920s, hiding out and 
drinking were both important considerations. As you 
have read, the 18th Amendment, popularly known as 
Prohibition, had passed, making the sale, production, 
importation, and transportation of alcoholic beverages 
illegal. Household consumption of the beverages was 
still legal, but unless people made their own, they had 
no way of getting a drink—except illegally, of course.

One of the best places to buy illegal alcoholic drinks 
was at a speakeasy. The word speakeasy suggests 
the need to whisper, and that’s just what people often 
had to do to get into one of these establishments. 
Some required a password, others a secret knock 
or handshake. But these precautions didn’t stop the 
determined. People flocked to speakeasies to drink, 
dance, enjoy music, and just have a good time.

Still, no one wanted to be arrested, so it was 
important to find the right speakeasy. Privacy, 
comfort, seclusion, safety, and getaway routes were 
all factors to consider. Speakeasies promising all 
these things popped up everywhere: in cities and 
in the country as well as in homes and businesses. 
Some were even in caves.

HUNKERING DOWN IN CAVES
In prehistoric times, early humans took refuge from 
their often hostile environment in caves. Geology was 
also on the side of Prohibition-era Americans who 
sought out caves because they provided shelter from 
the law. Caves form over hundreds or even millions 
of years in rocks as water drips through their cracks, 
eventually hollowing out underground channels. 
These make for perfect hideouts and even allow for 

How Geology Kept the  
’20s Roaring By Andrés Ruzo, National Geographic Explorer

A cave may not be where you choose to hang out with friends, but in the 1920s, caves 
had their attractions. For one thing, they made good hiding places. For another, in 
some of them, alcohol was served.

MAIN IDEA Caves provided shelter for early humans and served another role 
thousands of years later: a place to locate speakeasies during Prohibition.
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GEOLOGY IN HISTORY1.3

THINK LIKE A GEOLOGIST

1. READING CHECK What factors did people look for 
in a speakeasy?

2. ANALYZE ENVIRONMENTAL CONCEPTS How did 
the formation of caves lead some people to benefit 
from this natural process during Prohibition?

3. FORM AND SUPPORT OPINIONS Would you like 
to explore a cave? Why or why not?

secret passageways to be carved into the rock. And, 
with their thick walls, caves are insulated from the 
weather and so maintain near-constant temperatures 
all year round. As a result, speakeasies in caves were 
cool in the summer and relatively warm in the winter.

During Prohibition, these amenities attracted 
customers to the speakeasy at the Longhorn Cavern 
in Burnet, Texas, not far from the state capital of 
Austin. With its spacious dance room and dining 
area, the speakeasy provided a fairly respectable 
setting. In contrast, the speakeasy at the De Soto 
Cavern near Birmingham, Alabama, was known for its 
violence. Fights and shootings earned the speakeasy 
the nickname “the bloody bucket.” Drunken 
patrons sometimes shot at the cave’s  stalactites  
and  stalagmites —mineral deposits hanging from its 
ceiling or rising from its floor—and bullet holes can 
still be seen in the rock.

In 1933, Congress repealed the 18th Amendment—
the only amendment to be entirely reversed—and 
liquor flowed freely once more. But Prohibition had 
forced people to think geologically and seek refuge 
in caves. The decade may have started on a dry note, 
but caves helped keep the ’20s roaring.

FINDING THE PERFECT SPEAKEASY
For many people during the 1920s, hiding out and 
drinking were both important considerations. As you 
have read, the 18th Amendment, popularly known as 
Prohibition, had passed, making the sale, production, 
importation, and transportation of alcoholic beverages 
illegal. Household consumption of the beverages was 
still legal, but unless people made their own, they had 
no way of getting a drink—except illegally, of course.

One of the best places to buy illegal alcoholic drinks 
was at a speakeasy. The word speakeasy suggests 
the need to whisper, and that’s just what people often 
had to do to get into one of these establishments. 
Some required a password, others a secret knock 
or handshake. But these precautions didn’t stop the 
determined. People flocked to speakeasies to drink, 
dance, enjoy music, and just have a good time.

Still, no one wanted to be arrested, so it was 
important to find the right speakeasy. Privacy, 
comfort, seclusion, safety, and getaway routes were 
all factors to consider. Speakeasies promising all 
these things popped up everywhere: in cities and 
in the country as well as in homes and businesses. 
Some were even in caves.

HUNKERING DOWN IN CAVES
In prehistoric times, early humans took refuge from 
their often hostile environment in caves. Geology was 
also on the side of Prohibition-era Americans who 
sought out caves because they provided shelter from 
the law. Caves form over hundreds or even millions 
of years in rocks as water drips through their cracks, 
eventually hollowing out underground channels. 
These make for perfect hideouts and even allow for 

How Geology Kept the  
’20s Roaring By Andrés Ruzo, National Geographic Explorer

A cave may not be where you choose to hang out with friends, but in the 1920s, caves 
had their attractions. For one thing, they made good hiding places. For another, in 
some of them, alcohol was served.

MAIN IDEA Caves provided shelter for early humans and served another role 
thousands of years later: a place to locate speakeasies during Prohibition.

284  CHAPTER 9
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Lessons with National Geographic Explorers present their 
contributions to the historical and scientific record. 
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High School U.S. History

Document-Based Question, 1877 to the Present, pp. 194-195National Geographic Connection, p. 222; Unit Inquiry Project, p. 223

LEARNING FRAMEWORK ACTIVITIES

Write a Position Statement

 ATTITUDE  Responsibility

 SK ILL  Communication

In the late 1800s and early 1900s, disadvantaged 
groups of Americans struggled to gain rights and 
improve their situations. These groups included 
farmers, Native Americans, laborers, immigrants, 
African Americans, and women. Choose one of 
these groups and research the group’s struggles. 
Write a position statement addressed to a 
government official or agency of the time in which 
you detail your concerns and demands. Present your 
position statement to the class and discuss possible 
reactions of the government official or agency, 
taking into account historical context.

Plan a Protest

 ATTITUDE  Empowerment

 K NOWLEDGE  Critical Species

The settlement of the West and the expansion 
of farming had a negative impact on the natural 
environment in the late 1800s and early 1900s. A 
prime example of this negative impact was the fate 
of the American bison, which was hunted to the 
point of near extinction. Working with a partner or 
small group, research the bison’s decline and plan 
a protest to persuade the government to take action 
to protect current and future herds. Create a slogan 
and protest signs. Outline where you will stage the 
protest and how you will draw participants. Present 
your plan to the class and solicit their reactions.

ASSIGNMENT
Assume the role of a reporter and produce a short 
documentary that examines an important problem 
in American life between 1877 and 1920. Topics 
include poverty, child labor, substandard housing, 
unsafe working conditions, and political corruption 
in city governments. Explain the causes and effects 
of the problem and outline attempted solutions. Be 
prepared to present your documentary to the class.

Plan Review the social, economic, and political 
problems covered in this unit and choose one to 
investigate. Reread the text’s description of the problem 
and make a list of questions you have about its causes, 
effects, and solutions. Use 
library and online resources 
to research multiple points of 
view on the issue. Evaluate 
each source’s explanation 
of the cause of the problem. 
Determine which explanation 
best agrees with the text 
evidence provided to include 
in your documentary. Take 
notes using a graphic 
organizer like this one. 

Produce Create an outline for your documentary. 
Then write a script in which you introduce the problem, 
identify its causes and effects, describe attempted 
solutions, and conclude by stating the outcome of 
the events. Revise the script as necessary. Consider 
your audience, and make sure to address the most 
significant points of the problem and solution. Choose 
photographs and other graphics from books and online 
sources to help convey your main points. Videotape the 
narration and graphics.

Present Show your documentary to the class. You 
might consider one of these options:

•	 Post the documentary on a class website and invite 
your classmates and friends to view it. Invite viewers 
to share their feedback and questions with you. 
Respond to the feedback and questions you receive.

•	 Work with your teacher to schedule a class 
viewing of the documentary. After the viewing, ask 
classmates for their reactions and lead a class 
discussion of the issue.

UNIT INQUIRY: Produce a Documentary
In this unit, you learned about the changes that occurred in the United States in 
the late 1800s and early 1900s. From the displacement of Native Americans on the 
western frontier to the influx of immigrants into the growing industrial cities of the 
Northeast and Midwest, these changes produced a wide range of social, political, and 
economic problems. Writers and photographers documented the problems to call 
public attention to them. 

Causes Effects

Cause-and-Effect Chart

Growth and Reform 223
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CONNECTION

by Gary Strauss
Adapted from “Biologist Wants Nature for Everyone—Including Prisoners,” 
by Gary Strauss, news.nationalgeographic.com, September 2016

Nature for Everyone

National Geographic Explorer Nalini Nadkarni 
developed a reputation as “queen of the forest 
canopy,” thanks to her extensive research 

among the towering branches of the forests of Costa 
Rica. On solid ground, she brings her knowledge of the 
natural world to unconventional settings. It’s a long way 
from the Costa Rican rain forest to a U.S. prison, but 
Nadkarni navigates both environments with ease.

As a forest ecologist, Nadkarni spent her early career 
enmeshed in tree canopies. But after years of fieldwork 
and university life, she decided that her efforts needed 
a broader audience than scientists, academics, and 
natural history buffs. “I was preaching to the choir, so 
I began to ask myself how can I bring my message to 
others,” says Nadkarni. “Rather than saying you need to 
read my articles or attend my lectures to understand my 
science, I took the approach of appealing to people in 
their own venues.”

Nadkarni coordinated with rap artists to develop nature 
programs for at-risk youth, created a fieldwork outfit for 
a Barbie doll, and organized eco-fashion shows. She 
hoped that these entertaining yet educational initiatives 
would better connect people to trees and forests. Her 
work bringing science and nature programs to prisons 
could have that impact.

While teaching at Washington’s Evergreen State 
College, she studied the movement of tree branches by 
attaching a paint brush to twigs. Measuring wind-aided 
changes and calculating them over 12 months, she 
found that a tree can sway back and forth up to 186,540 
miles in a single year. “I began to think of other entities 
that are perceived to be static and stuck,” she explains. 
“Prisoners are also stuck. But whether you’re a CEO or 
an inmate stuck in solitary confinement, what we have in 
common is humanity and a connection to nature.”

She put her observations into action by developing 
science and nature programs at Washington’s Cedar 

Corrections Center. There, inmates working with 
biologists raised threatened Oregon spotted frogs. They 
also grew mosses in an effort to help replace what had 
been commercially harvested in old growth forests.

Those efforts evolved into the Sustainability in Prisons 
Project, funded in part by the National Science 
Foundation. The project spread to 10 Washington 
state prisons and facilities in Oregon, California, Ohio, 
and Maryland. The group’s efforts include recycling 
programs, beekeeping, organic vegetable farms, tree 
planting, and flower nurseries. Inmates develop skills 
for future employment and gain a sense of purpose, 
responsibility, and teamwork. Nadkarni asserts that 
prisoners who participate are less likely to return to 
criminal activity after their release.

Now a biology professor and head of the University of 
Utah’s Center for Science and Mathematics Education, 
Nadkarni has also brought nature to inmates housed in 
solitary confinement. She beamed images and videos 
of forests, oceans, mountains, and skies into their 
recreation rooms. While limited in scope, the impact has 
been dramatic. Some inmates housed for violent crimes 
or tendencies in the isolation unit at Oregon’s Snake 
River Correctional Institution were shown nature videos. 
Those shown recordings of nature scenes committed 
26 percent fewer violent infractions, according to 
a study presented in August 2016 to the American 
Psychological Association.

“We can’t bring nature programs to maximum security,’’ 
Nadkarni says. “But what we’ve found is that exposing 
violent offenders to images of nature for an hour a day 
brings down their stress and anxiety levels and reduces 
violent tendencies.” She wants to bring her successes 
to other prisoners as well to further demonstrate her 
simple but profound approach.

For more from National Geographic  
check out “21st Century Cowboys” online.

222  UNIT 2
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DOCUMENT TWO

Primary Source: Pamphlet 
from “Vote NO on Woman Suffrage,” by the National 
Association Opposed to Woman Suffrage, c. 1915

As the women’s suffrage movement gained strength, 
opposition groups, such as the NAOWS, sprang up. 
They often directed their messages at women. The 
anti-suffrage arguments below appeared on the back of 
a pamphlet offering household tips for women.

CONSTRUCTED RESPONSE What do you think is 
meant by “petticoat rule” in the fifth reason, and why 
would women consider it undesirable?

DOCUMENT ONE

Primary Source: Leaflet 
from “Twelve Reasons Why Women Should Vote,” by the 
National American Woman Suffrage Association, 1918

NAWSA produced posters, booklets, leaflets, and 
other printed materials that presented arguments in 
favor of women’s suffrage. Local suffrage groups often 
purchased large quantities of the reading materials for 
rallies and women’s suffrage campaigns.

CONSTRUCTED RESPONSE  
Which of the 12 reasons do you think would have had 
the strongest impact on readers, and why?

SYNTHESIZE & WRITE

1. REVIEW Review what you have learned about the 
women’s suffrage movement.

2. RECALL Summarize the main arguments for and 
against women’s suffrage presented in the two 
documents.

3. CONSTRUCT Construct a topic sentence that 
answers this question: How do the arguments for 
and against women’s suffrage reflect different 
views of women’s role in society?

4. WRITE Using evidence from this chapter and the 
documents, write an explanatory paragraph that 
supports your topic sentence.

Vote NO on  
Woman Suffrage
BECAUSE 90% of the women either do not 

want it, or do not care.

BECAUSE it means competition of women with 
men instead of co-operation.

BECAUSE 80% of the women eligible to vote 
are married and can only double or annul 
their husbands’ votes.

BECAUSE it can be of no benefit commensurate 
with the additional expense involved.

BECAUSE in some States more voting 
women than voting men will place the 
Government under petticoat rule.

BECAUSE it is unwise to risk the good we 
already have for the evil which may occur.

Twelve Reasons  
Why Women Should Vote
 1.  BECAUSE those who obey the laws should help 

to choose those who make the laws.

 2.  BECAUSE laws affect women as much as men.

 3.  BECAUSE laws which affect WOMEN are now 
passed without consulting them.

 4.  BECAUSE laws affecting CHILDREN should 
include the woman’s point of view as well as  
the man’s.

 5.  BECAUSE laws affecting the HOME are voted on 
in every session of the Legislature.

 6.  BECAUSE women have experience which would 
be helpful to legislation.

 7.  BECAUSE to deprive women of the vote is to 
lower their position in common estimation.

 8.  BECAUSE having the vote would increase the 
sense of responsibility among women toward 
questions of public importance.

 9.  BECAUSE public spirited mothers make public 
spirited sons.

10.  BECAUSE millions of women in the United States 
have become wage workers and the conditions 
under which they work are controlled by law.

11.  BECAUSE the objections against their having the 
vote are based on prejudice, not on reason.

12.  BECAUSE to sum up all reasons in one—IT IS 
FOR THE COMMON GOOD OF ALL.

Vote “No” button, 
c. 1910

The Progressive Era and Expansionism 195
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DOCUMENT-BASED QUESTION

On November 2, 1915, voters 
in Massachusetts and New 
York—meaning men—cast 
ballots on whether to amend 
their state constitutions to grant 
the vote to women. The pennant 
shown below was part of the 
New York publicity campaign. 
In both states, the outcome 
was No: by a narrow margin 
of 175,000 votes in New York, 
but by 2 to 1 in Massachusetts. 
In another referendum 2 years 
later, voters in New York finally 
granted the franchise to women, 
becoming the 16th state to do 
so. Massachusetts women did 
not obtain the right to vote until 
the 19th Amendment was ratified 
in 1920. 

CRITICAL VIEWING In 1910, 
this cartoon showing a male 
protester being arrested by two 
female police officers appeared 
on a Life magazine cover. Do you 
think this cartoon is satirical, or 
making fun of the idea of men’s 
rights, or is it presenting that  
idea as a legitimate issue? What 
message does the cartoon 
convey about women’s right  
to vote?

For or Against Women’s Suffrage? 
From its beginnings in the 1840s to the start of the Progressive Era in the 
1890s, the women’s suffrage movement grew dramatically. Nevertheless, 
many Americans remained firmly opposed to the idea of extending the 
franchise to women. For every argument offered by suffragists, the anti-
suffragists had a counterargument.

1.3
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Placing Students at the Center of Learning 
National Geographic U.S. History America Through the Lens empowers students to approach learning 
through inquiry. They create a plan, collaborate with others, and emerge with a solution that can be 
articulated and shared. 

Unit Inquiry Projects guide students to gather text 
evidence, synthesize a response, and present their results.

Document-Based Questions are found 
throughout the program.

Each chapter opens with 
a two-page image and 
a quotation that invite 
the student to engage in 
historical thinking.

“These soldiers  
cut down my timber;  
they kill my buffalo; 
and when I see that,
my heart feels  
like bursting.”

—Chief Satanta of the Kiowa

Expansion and Conflict in the West 99
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CHAPTER

in the West
Expansion & Conflict

1877–1900

HISTORICAL THINKING How did expansion alter the West and its 
native populations?

AMERICAN
STORIES The Wild West

SECTION 1 The Changing Frontier

SECTION 2 Broken Treaties and War

The Battle of the Little Bighorn 
O N L I N E

AMERICAN GALLERY

National Geographic photographer Jim Brandenburg captured 
these wild American bison crossing the prairie near the Missouri 
River in South Dakota. In the first half of the 19th century, 
millions of bison roamed freely over North America. During the 
second half of the century, however, their numbers fell sharply, in 
part because settlers pushed westward, and farmers and ranchers 
killed off many of the animals. By the early 20th century, only a 
few hundred wild bison remained in North America.
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Providing Rigor with Accessibility 
National Geographic U.S. History America Through the Lens makes U.S. history engaging and accessible for all 
students. Breadth of content paired with key topics creates opportunities for deep exploration and engagement. 
Lesson variety and multiple entry points into content accommodate a wide range of learners.

Over the next 25 years, the country added four  
more transcontinental rail lines, and railroad 
companies employed tens of thousands of 
employees. Goods such as coal and industrial 
machinery moved from one part of the country 
to another on a nationwide network of railroads. 
Special railroad cars transported food and livestock. 
Railroads became the nation’s first big business.

CONSOLIDATING POWER
Entrepreneurs, or people who accept risk in starting 
a business, found that they could pool capital with 
partners to create security. As workers built the 
railroads, businessmen built  corporations , 
companies or groups of people that invest in a 
business and then share its profits. The many 
investors that make up a corporation provide access 
to large amounts of capital. Such access is useful, 
and even necessary, for large industries. Large 
corporations were able to accumulate cash reserves, 
enabling them to weather a  depression  that began 
in the 1870s, as well as several  recessions  in the 
1880s. A depression is a severe and long-term 
economic decline in which many businesses fail, 
industrial output is reduced, and unemployment is 
high. A recession, often part of a normal business 
cycle, is a shorter-lasting downturn. 

While some business owners were largely immune to 
economic fluctuations, downturns affected workers 
substantially. As corporations hired more and more 
people, when the economy faltered, more workers 
lost their jobs. The perceived economic progress of 
the late 19th century was repeatedly disrupted by 
prolonged periods of decline as the country suffered 
a number of economic recessions during the intense 
boom-and-bust cycles. 

Entrepreneurs generated levels of wealth not 
imagined before, even in spite of economic ups and 
downs. People began to question the practices of 
industry executives and owners. For example, 
railroad owners Cornelius Vanderbilt and Jay 
Gould had reputations for treating competitors 
ruthlessly. Their behavior earned them the negative 
description of ” robber barons ,” or businessmen 
who sought to buy out their competitors and who 
conspired to set prices, enriching themselves, but 
often violating state laws. Such practices eventually 
enabled larger railroad companies to consolidate and 
control even more of the railroad business, forming 
the nation’s first industrial giant. 

In response, states set up commissions, or agencies 
composed of experts, to investigate the railroads’ 
practices and settle issues of rates, finance, and 

service. Railroads rejected such oversight, and in the 
mid-1870s, the Illinois commission was challenged in 
the Supreme Court case Munn v. Illinois by a grain 
warehouse. The firm argued that it could set its own 
storage and railroad rates. Regulations that varied 
from state to state violated its 14th Amendment right 
to equal protection. But the court upheld the right of 
a state to regulate private industries that affect public 
interest and all railroads. In 1887, Congress passed 
the  Interstate Commerce Act , establishing a 
commission to investigate complaints and sue 
companies that violated its regulations.

CARNEGIE’S EMPIRE
As the railroad industry grew, it created a demand 
for more steel for railroad tracks and train parts. 
As a result, the steel industry vastly increased its 
production between 1877 and 1880 alone. The main 
technology for steel production was the  Bessemer 
process . In this process, workers forced air through 
molten pig iron to remove impurities. Doing this first 
made the process of adding carbon to transform the 
iron into steel cheaper and more efficient. 

Andrew Carnegie became the dominant figure 
in the steel industry. To build his empire, Carnegie 
adopted the strategy used by Gustavus Swift in 
the meatpacking industry:  vertical integration , or 
the control of all phases of production from start to 
finish. Carnegie purchased the mines to gather raw 
materials, bought boats and railroads to transport 
materials, built and controlled the steel mills, and 
developed a sales force to sell his products. By 
employing vertical integration, Carnegie maximized 
profits by not having to pay outside companies. 

In dealing with his competition, Carnegie employed  
 horizontal integration , which means he purchased 
other companies to reduce the number of competitors.  
Carnegie’s use of horizontal integration allowed 
him to come close to achieving a  monopoly  on, or 
exclusive control over, the steel industry. 

Carnegie believed the ability to create wealth came 
naturally for some people because the natural order 
of society determined that some people would be 
wealthy while others would be resigned to poverty. His 
assumption derived from a misapplication of Charles 
Darwin’s theory of evolution, which states, in part, that 
the fittest animals and plants survive to reproduce 
and pass on their genes, while the less fit die off. 
British writer Herbert Spencer applied Darwin’s theory 
to human society in a new philosophy. According to 
the ideas of  Social Darwinism , wealthy individuals, 
who represented the fittest of humans, were destined 
to survive and succeed. 
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Railroads, Steel, and Oil
Being able to transport goods and people from coast to coast became a reality 
in the 1860s with the opening of the transcontinental railroad. This monumental 
achievement led to an explosion of business and technological innovations.

MAIN IDEA During the 1870s and 1880s, the United States experienced 
a second Industrial Revolution distinguished by rapid industrialization and 
the development of the railroad, steel, and oil industries. 

1.1

AN EXPANDING NATION
The invention of the steam engine and the cotton gin 
in the late 18th century sparked the first Industrial 
Revolution in the United States. Technological 
advances and the growth of railroad transportation 
brought about a second Industrial Revolution in the 
second half of the 19th century. 

In 1862, two railroad companies began work on 
the nation’s first transcontinental railroad, intent on 
making it easier to travel and move goods from the 

East Coast to the West Coast. The work crews of the 
Central Pacific built eastward from California, and 
Union Pacific crews built westward from Nebraska. 
They blasted tunnels though mountains, constructed 
bridges over rivers, and laid 1,776 miles of track 
before connecting the railroad lines in Utah in 1869.

The transcontinental railroad enabled overland 
commerce from coast to coast, accelerating 
industrialization and affecting every aspect of 
American society. 

U.S. Railroad Network, 1900
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“Railroads, Steel, and Oil,” 1877 to the Present, pp. 138-139

Audio Option
Students can listen to the text 
and follow along.

Two-page and four-page lessons
U.S. history lessons are approachable and compelling. Highlighted 
vocabulary words and infographics draw students to key concepts. 

Modified Text
Modified Text provides access 
for striving readers with the 
same content at two levels.

Toggle on and off to 
control Modified Text.
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High School U.S. History

CHAPTER 5 PLANNER

SECTION 2 RESOURCES 

BROKEN TREATIES AND WAR

LESSON 2.1
Growing Pressures on Native 
Americans

O N L I N E

AMERICAN GALLERY  The Battle of the 
Little Bighorn

NG Learning Framework: 
Research Massacres and Wars

American Voices Biographies 
Geronimo  ONLINE  

LESSON 2.2 
Broken Promises

• On Your Feet: Inside-Outside Circle

NG Learning Framework: 
Design a Policy

American Voices Biographies 
Helen Hunt Jackson  ONLINE  

LESSON 2.3
CURATING HISTORY

The Field Museum 
Chicago, Illinois

• On Your Feet: Sort the Artifacts

LESSON 2.4
Closing the Frontier

• On Your Feet: Stage a Quiz Show

NG Learning Framework: 
Research Buffalo Bill’s Show

The Wild West
AMERICAN
STORIES
• Study Primary Sources: Introduction from 

The Lone Ranger radio show

• On Your Feet: Take a Virtual Tour of the 
Wild West

NG Learning Framework: 
Analyze the Western Film

SECTION 1 RESOURCES 

THE CHANGING FRONTIER

LESSON 1.1 
Farming, Ranching, and Mining

• On Your Feet: Three Corners

NG Learning Framework: 
Publish a Flier

LESSON 1.2
GEOLOGY IN HISTORY

How Geology Waters the Great Plains

• Active History: Analyze Causes of the 
Dust Bowl

NG Learning Framework: 
Make a Plan

LESSON 1.3
Farmers and the Populist Movement

• On Your Feet: Think, Pair, Share

NG Learning Framework: 
Investigate Crop Diversity

American Voices Biographies 
William Jennings Bryan  ONLINE  

LESSON 1.4
THROUGH THE LENS—AMERICAN PLACES

America’s Breadbasket:  
The Great Plains

• On Your Feet: Roundtable

NG Learning Framework: 
Research the Breadbasket

CHAPTER 5 REVIEW 

CHAPTER PLANNER 97B

COMP: This chapter has only two sections. Please 
arrange text on recto page appropriately for 2-section 
chapters. [ell 4/28]

COMP: I added American Voices Biographies info 
under Lesson 1.3, 2.1, and 2.2--but spacing and styling 
are likely not accurate. Please check. Thanks! [ell 5/23]

Done, BS 5•23

COMP: Please check vertical spacing between items--
for example, there seems to be a bigger space between 
Analyze the Western Film and Section 1 Resources and 
also between Helen Hunt Jackson and Lesson 2.3 than 
there are between other similar features. (Perhaps they 
are correct--I can’t tell.) [ell 7/11]

ED: 

1. The largest space is between the end of one 
section and the beginning of the next per style (i.e. 
“Analyze the Western Film” and the “SECTION 1 
RESOURCES” red bar head.)

2. There is equal spacing between two lessons

3. And finally equal spacing between bullets/items 
under a lesson.

Done, BS 7•12

COMP: Please distribute text somewhat evenly across 
all three columns. [ell 7/27]

Done, BS 7•27
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UNIT 2 growTh aNd reform (1877–1920)

CHAPTER

in the West
Expansion & Conflict

1877–1900

HISTORICAL THINKING How did expansion alter the West and its 
native populations?

AMERICAN
STORIES The Wild West

SECTION 1 The Changing Frontier

SECTION 2 Broken Treaties and War

The Battle of the Little Bighorn 
O N L I N E

AMERICAN GALLERY

National Geographic photographer Jim Brandenburg captured 
these wild American bison crossing the prairie near the Missouri 
River in South Dakota. In the first half of the 19th century, 
millions of bison roamed freely over North America. During the 
second half of the century, however, their numbers fell sharply, in 
part because settlers pushed westward, and farmers and ranchers 
killed off many of the animals. By the early 20th century, only a 
few hundred wild bison remained in North America.

98  CHAPTER 5

DESIGN: This is Chapter 5, right? 
Update chapter number.
-RR 10/5
Yes, fixed MW 10.5

DESIGN: Will you use the yellow 
bar treatment for the NG photogra-
pher captions like in Gr. 8?
-RR 10/12
I’m not sure we are doing that in 
this program, but it’s good to put it 
in so we can ask. MW 10.13

DSN: Please fix edited caption 
overset; DSN & Ed.: note that this 
caption will/might need to be ad-
justed when new photo is put in 
place.--MC 11/01

DSN: Please fix overset in caption-
-MC 11/10

DESIGN: See comment about 
spacing in the title.
-RR 1/10
Done. MW 1.17

NOTES: I replaced the HT question 
with the one from the document.
-2/21

DESIGN: Add American Galleries 
icon, w/title
The Battle of the Little Bighorn

-RR 2/24

FOLIO checked vs. bookmap 2/21

5
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“These soldiers  
cut down my timber;  
they kill my buffalo; 
and when I see that,
my heart feels  
like bursting.”

—Chief Satanta of the Kiowa

Expansion and Conflict in the West 99
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UNIT

94 

Growth and Reform

Similar to today, New York City around 1900 was a 
bustling, congested place where cultures and social classes 
intermingled, influenced one another, and sometimes 
clashed. Rapid urban growth and the influx of immigrants 
contributed to some of the social challenges cities like 
Chicago, San Francisco, and New York faced. In this photo, 
children eagerly wait in line with empty tubs to collect free 
ice that could be used to keep food from spoiling.

2
1877–1920DESIGN:

• The ending date s/b 1920 (the ending 
date of C07 and of the timeline).
• According to the bookmap, the folios 
on this spread s/b 94-95
•Is there no footer? Just the folios?
-RR 4/21
Yes, no footers according to the tem-
plate and prototype. MW 4.21
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CONNECTION

Student digital ReSouRceS

•	eedition (English)

•	eedition (Spanish)

•	Handbooks

•	online atlas

•	american gallery online

•	History notebook 

•	american Voices (Biographies)

•	active History

•	literature analysis

•	Projects for  
inquiry-Based learning

unit 2 ReSouRceS 

unit intRoduction

unit time line

unit WRaP-uP

cHaPteR 5 ReSouRceS 

Available at NGLSync.Cengage.com

teacHeR ReSouRceS & 
aSSeSSment

Reading and note-taking

Vocabulary Practice

Social Studies Skills lessons
•	Reading:	Draw	Conclusions
•	Writing:	Argument	

Formal assessment
•	Chapter	5	Pretest
•	Chapter	5	Tests	A	&	B
•	Section	Quizzes		

chapter 5 answer Key

examView® 
 One-time	Download

Chapter 5 Spanish Resources are available at NGLSync.Cengage.com. 

National Geographic magazine  
adapted articles
•	“Nature	for	Everyone”
•	“21st	Century	Cowboys”	 ONLINE 	

unit 2 inquiry: Produce	a	Documentary

ng learning Framework activities
•	Write	a	Position	Statement
•	Plan	a	Protest

unit 2 Formal assessment

97a CHAPTER 5
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Offering Rich Instructional Resources 
Bundles of digital and print materials provide the flexibility that teachers need in today’s classroom.

Print Teacher’s Edition Features include: 
• Planning and pacing of student lessons and 

assessment

• Wrap-around instruction

• Options for active and project-based learning

• Strategies for differentiation in every chapter

• Additional content questions and background 
information

Digital Teacher’s Edition Features include: 
• Premade lesson plans

• A bank of summative and formative assessments

• A selection of reading, writing, vocabulary and  
note-taking ancillaries, and answer keys

• Graphic organizers

• Teaching strategies at point of use

• Classroom management and metrics tool

Differentiation strategies in the print and digital Teacher’s Editions

CHAPTER 5 sTRATEgiEs foR diffEREnTiATion

EngLisH LAngUAgE LEARnERs

Strategy 1  
PreP Before reading 

Encourage students at All Proficiencies to use the PREP 
strategy to prepare for reading. Write this acrostic on 
the board:

PREP Preview the title. 
 Read Main Idea statement.
 Examine visuals.
 Predict what you will learn. 

Use with All Lessons Encourage students at the Emerging 
level to ask questions if they have trouble writing a prediction. 
Students at the Bridging level could help students at the 
Emerging and Expanding levels write their predictions.

Strategy 2  
review tranSitional wordS

To help students put events in chronological order and 
summarize what they read, write these transitional words 
on the board: first, next, then, also, while, immediately, later, 
earlier, meanwhile, whenever, simultaneously, subsequently, 
during, following, before, afterward, and finally. Direct 
students at the Emerging and Expanding levels to work 
together to write a series of sentences that tell what happens 
in each lesson. Encourage them to use transitional words to 
tell about the time order of events. Prompt students at the 
Bridging level to construct a paragraph that summarizes the 
material. Encourage them to use a variety of transitional words 
and to vary their sentence structure.

Use with All Lessons 

Strategy 3  
USe Paired reading

Pair students at the Expanding and Bridging levels to read 
passages aloud from the text. 

1.  Partner 1 reads a passage; partner 2 retells the passage in 
his or her own words.

2.  Partner 2 reads a different passage; partner 1 retells it. 

3. Pairs repeat the process, switching roles. 

Use with All Lessons

gifTEd & TALEnTEd

Strategy 1  
write a dramatic Skit 

Invite students to use a variety of documents to deepen 
their understanding of the frictions that developed between 
population groups during westward expansion between 1877 
and 1900. Instruct them to choose one event illustrating such 
frictions and use it as the basis of a short skit. Allow time for 
students to prepare and practice their skits. After they have 
practiced, invite them to perform their skits for the class.

Use with Lessons 1.1, 1.2, 1.3, 2.1, and 2.2 Remind  
students that conflict—with others or with oneself—is  
the basis of drama.

Strategy 2  
create a graPhic BiograPhy

Tell students to select an individual mentioned in this chapter 
and create a short biography in the style of a comic book or 
graphic novel. Encourage students to interpret the person’s 
thoughts and actions within the context of that person’s own 
time rather than in terms of present-day norms and values. 
In the biography, students may include quotations from 
the individual and descriptions and visuals illustrating that 
individual’s personality, goals, actions, and ideas. Students 
should share their completed biographies with the class and 
answer questions.

Use with Lessons 1.3, 2.1, 2.2, and 2.4 You may suggest 
William Jennings Bryan, Sitting Bull, George Custer, Chief 
Joseph, William Cody, and Annie Oakley.

PRE-AP

Strategy 1  
write an eSSay 

Instruct students to write an essay connecting the concept of 
manifest destiny with the trend toward westward migration. 
Their essays should explain the idea of manifest destiny, 
summarize how the idea arose, and describe the short- and 
long-term consequences for Native Americans, African 
Americans, and settlers of European ancestry. Students 
may read their essays to the class or publish them on a 
school blog.

Use with Lessons 1.1, 2.1, and 2.2

Strategy 2  
form a theSiS

Ask students to develop a thesis statement for a specific topic 
related to one of the lessons in the chapter. The statement 
must make a claim that is supportable with evidence either 
from the chapter or through further research. Ask students to 
present their thesis statements to the class.

Use with All Lessons

ELD

STRATEGIES FOR DIFFERENTIATION 97d

CCOMP: In recto banner, change chapter number to 5. 
[ell 4/27]

EDITORIAL: Overset text in last column. Need to fix. 
[BS 4•27

Done-. [ell 4.28]
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STRIVING READERS

Strategy 1  
FocuS on Main ideaS 

Tell students to locate the Main Idea statement at the 
beginning of each lesson. Explain that these statements 
summarize the important ideas of the lessons and will be 
useful for helping them focus on what matters most in 
the text.

Use with All Lessons Throughout the chapter, help students 
get in the habit of using the Main Idea statements to set a 
purpose for reading.

Strategy 2  
Sequence eventS 

To build understanding of the critical events in a section and 
their relationship to one another in time, encourage students 
to note them in a Sequence Chain like the one shown.

Event 1. Event 3.

Event 2.

Event 5.

Event 4.

Sequence Chain

Use with Lessons 1.2 and 2.1 Suggest that students use 
the Sequence Chain to trace the sequence of events related 
to various aspects of westward migration, including water 
access (Lesson 1.2) and conflicts with Native Americans 
(Lesson 2.1).

Strategy 3  
turn HeadingS into outlineS

To help Striving Readers organize and understand lesson 
content, explain that headings can provide a high-level outline 
of the lesson. Model for students how to use the lesson 
title and subheadings to create a basic outline structure. 
Encourage students to flesh out their outlines as they read.

Use with All Lessons

INCLUSION

Strategy 1  
ModiFy vocabulary liStS 

Using your standards as a guide, limit the number of Key 
Vocabulary words that students will be required to master. As 
they read, instruct students to create a vocabulary card for 
each word in the modified list. Students may write definitions, 
synonyms, or examples on the back of each word card. 
Encourage students to refer to their vocabulary cards often as 
they read.

Use with All Lessons

Strategy 2  
deScribe leSSon viSualS 

Pair visually challenged students with students who are not 
visually challenged. Ask the latter to describe the visuals and 
answer any questions the visually impaired students might 
have.

Use with Lessons 1.2, 2.1, and 2.3 Specifically, students 
may describe the Ogallala Aquifer diagram in Lesson 1.2, the 
map showing Indian reservations and battles in Lesson 2.1, 
and the photographs of Native American artifacts in Lesson 
2.3. Students could also read aloud the text accompanying 
each visual.

97C CHAPTER 5
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Strategies for Differentiation, Teacher’s Edition, pp. 97C–97D

Lesson Navigation View (Digital)

Chapter Planner, Teacher’s Edition, pp. 97A-97B

Teaching strategies in the print and digital Teacher’s Editions

Chapter Navigation View (Digital)
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N AT I O N A L  G E O G R A P H I C  L E A R N I N G

Informing Teaching and Learning through Assessment
Formative and summative assessments inform teaching and learning and measure students’ progress. 

• Document-based questions provide practice working with primary and secondary source materials.

• End of chapter reviews revisit the main ideas, key vocabulary, skills, concepts, and connections.

• Formative assessment tools allow teachers to monitor students’ progress, make accommodations,  
and tailor instruction to individual students.

• eAssessment is available.

The History Notebook is the student’s space to comment on ideas 
raised in the lessons, providing critical-thinking questions and writing 
prompts that are aligned with the following features:

• Archaeology in U.S. History 

• American Galleries Online

• American Stories

• American Places

• American Voices

• Curating History

• National Geographic Explorer Lessons

• Through the Lens

• “Reid on the Road” video program

Assessment  
Purpose Assessment Type Print PDF  

Download Digital

Formative Historical Thinking Questions

Formative Critical Viewing Questions

Formative Social Studies Skills Lessons

Formative Vocabulary Practice Activities

Formative Guided Discussion Questions

Formative Reading and Note-Taking Activities

Formative On Your Feet Activities

Formative Section Quizzes

Formative Write About History Activities

Formative NGL Learning Framework Activities

Formative Chapter Reviews

Summative Chapter Tests at two levels

Formative History Notebook Activities

Formative Document-Based Questions

Summative Unit Tests

Formative Unit Inquiry Projects

Formative Pretests

6



High School U.S. History

Transforming Learning through Digital Access
National Geographic Learning’s digital platform, MindTapTM, provides a personalized learning experience 
for all students and an array of resources for the teacher to promote better learning outcomes. It is fully 
available on all devices and has been specifically designed to meet the needs of high school teachers and 
their classrooms. 

Digital resources are designed to enhance learning and increase comprehension. 

Digital Student Resources Include: 
• Digital version of the Student 

Edition and content handbooks

• Modified Text tool with audio 
playback

• Pop-up vocabulary features

• Explorers features and “Reid  
on the Road” video series

• Online assessments 

• American Galleries

• American Stories

• Student Handbooks 

• Note-taking features 

Digital Teacher Resources Include: 
• All of the student materials

• Digital Teacher’s Edition

• Lesson plans and teaching 
strategies

• Keyword search tool

• Assignment/Assessment feature 

• Gradebook

Videos enhance students’ content 
understanding and make history real.

Teachers and students access the 
digital platform via a single sign-on 
from school or at home.

7



N AT I O N A L  G E O G R A P H I C  L E A R N I N G

Student Program Components 
National Geographic U.S. History America Through the Lens is available in both print and digital formats. 

Student Edition, 1877 to the Present History Notebook, 1877 to the Present

8



High School U.S. History

America Through the Lens Supplementary 
Teacher’s Resources include:
• Lesson Plans

• Graphic Organizers 

• Formative and Summative Assessments

• Glossary

• Student Handbooks covering the following topics: 

 — Citizenship 

 — Geography & the Environment 

 — Primary & Secondary Sources

 — Fifty States

 — U.S. Presidents

 — Economics & Government

 — World Religions

 — Financial Literacy

 — Supreme Court Cases

Teacher Program Components  
Downloadable, printable supplementary materials are available for National Geographic U.S. History 
America Through the Lens. Supplementary materials are available online, saving valuable time and resources.

888-915-3276     NGL.Cengage.com/school

Available on MindTap at  
NGLSync.Cengage.com
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Empowering Students to Identify as Global Citizens

Celebrating Cultural Heritage and Diversity

Placing Students at the Center of Learning

Providing Rigor with Accessibility

Offering Rich Instructional Resources
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Transforming Learning through Digital Access
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